TITLE: HVAC A/C Units

EFFECTIVE DATE: January 12, 2005

Notified applicable Training Coordinator of revision change to update training schedule

_________________
Instructor initial

PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES: This course covers the Diesel Starting Air Dryers, the PAMU, the Switch Yard and Cooling Tower PMUX units, the Generex, and the Carbon Dioxide Storage air conditioning units. The HVAC Technician will state the purpose of each of these units and discuss how their operation supports other equipment by completion of the CBT course.

DESIGNED FOR: HVAC Maintenance Personnel

PREREQUISITES: NMH05
HVAC-0001-00 EPA Certification

(include and/or logic and if the prerequisite must be current)

METHODS/MEDIA: CBT

LENGTH: 6 hrs

RETRAIN INTERVAL None
(in Months) (To the end of the) Day/Month/Quarter

CLASS SIZE: N/A

MINIMUM PASSING SCORE OF EVALUATION/TESTS: Completion of CBT exam with 80% or greater.

COMMENTS: None

ACTIVE LESSON PLANS: NMH10X000102, NMH10X000202, NMH10X000302, NMH10X000402, NMH10X000502

CONTACT
Digitally signed by: Stapleton, Paula E (E001605)
Date: 01/12/2005 13:25:06
Reason: I am the contact
Location: PVNGS

APPROVAL

Print Name ____________________________ Nuclear Training Supervisor